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Abstract—Many universities use online learning as media learning that each 
material of media which includes videos, textual content, or audio may be given 
remarks from college students. The lecture desires to recognize approximately 
the feelings of college students which include happy, disappointed, or unhappy 
when they accessed the media and instructors get an assessment of pleasant from 
their media. This study constructed a utility cellular for the detection of emotion 
from column remarks in the media online. The mobile application makes use 
of synthetic intelligence to type textual content from remarks and to decide the 
emotion of college students. The mobile application on a cellular device. The 
set of rules with inside the utility is k-Nearest Neighbour for the textual content 
mining feature in this study. The information of trying out these studies is com-
menting on YouTube channels and online studying which include SIPEJAR. The 
result of trying it out is that the common accuracy is 0,697, the value of recall is 
0.5595, and the common precision is 0, 4421 and the accuracy for the utility of 
this mobile app is 70% for detection emotion-primarily based totally on a column 
of remark in the media online.
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1 Introduction

In times of a pandemic, all schools use online learning for home learning. The teacher 
has created a multimedia tutorial such as video, audio, and documents for the online 
class. The teachers have just created a medium with their version. They do not care 
whether the media is appropriate or not to have an impact on students [1–3]. The effects 
are sometimes worse, which students cannot understand because the media is not inter-
esting, boring, or moody. This issue can be resolved if the teacher receives feedback 
from the student after the students have viewed or read the media. The comments are 
obtained in the comments of columns online like Youtube or in the online learning like 
SIPEJAR. Another problem with column comments is the language, which does not 
use an official language and sometimes uses symbols or characters in the comment that 
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makes it very difficult to understand the meaning of the comment. The teacher needs 
a quick response to get feedback so that the quick response can take into account the 
emotions of the viewer or student based on the student’s comment. The purpose of 
feedback for the teacher is that the teacher can make good means [2], [4]. It is clear 
that the purpose of creating good media requires quick feedback from viewers, and 
media-creating media can assess online media learning. 

On the other hand, it is necessary to make good means of online learning. One of the 
ways to create a good learning medium is to get feedback from both viewers and stu-
dents. For example, many learning media use videos like YouTube channels, all videos 
receive comments from viewers. These comments are used as input for video owners to 
create other videos with good content [5–7]. Other comments are visible in the online 
learning materials, as there is a comment function. The form of the comments is a text 
document, and many users add text or icons to the comments, making it difficult to 
say what they want to say or what their emotions are when they watch videos that are 
online learning materials. For special purposes, teachers or media creators should know 
the reactions of the viewers, such as the emotions of the audience, or rate the learning 
media [6–7]. Processing the transformation of text documents into emotions requires 
artificial intelligence algorithms to determine emotions based on the comment column 
in online learning media. Artificial intelligence in text documents, such as text mining, 
is necessary and is integrated into online or web-based learning, especially in mobile 
applications [7–8]. The integration of AI on the web or mobile devices is necessary to 
help teachers or video producers improve the quality of the videos that are converted 
based on comments in the form of viewers’ emotions. 

However, there is a lot of research on the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in a text 
document to detect emotions. This is because AI can classify the text document by 
weighting each text in the document for all categories of emotions [9–12]. For example, 
text mining has many algorithms to classify the document, but you need another algo-
rithm to determine the precision of the emotion, such as naive Bayes, clustering, and 
nearest neighbor (kNN). Naive Bayes requires more resources to determine emotion, so 
it is not suitable for mobile use. The KNN algorithm does not need a lot of resources to 
determine the recognition of emotion [12–13]. The problem with text mining is train-
ing and testing data. If there are no resources, it is very difficult to create tokenization, 
filtering, and bypassing. Another problem is that the weighting in text mining has the 
same value in the different texts in the Indonesian language, so an algorithm is required 
that provides the determination with the close value of the weight and can calculate it 
quickly in mobile applications [12–15]. It is clear that to calculate the text document, 
this research requires a text mining algorithm that is already a data training and can 
provide a clear weighting and grouping with a close value. 

This study creates an emotion recognition mobile application based on the comment 
column on online learning materials using artificial intelligence. The comment field 
exists and is created on all video media like YouTube etc. The comment type is a text 
document, so this research uses a text-mining algorithm and the k-NN algorithm. Text 
mining is used for document classification to identify emotions, and k-NN is used to 
determine the accuracy of emotions based on comments in online learning media. The 
test verifies the accuracy of the algorithm and the validation of the emotional results. 
Obviously, this app will help teachers to create online learning materials that may or 
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may not be satisfactory in emotion recognition through the online learning media feed-
back column.

2 Method

The problem with recognizing the emotion in this mode is the text mode when the 
user enters the emotion in the comments of the online column. This research uses 5 
steps to solve the problem of column comment-based emotion recognition in online 
learning. 

 Step is 

1. Create data record 
2. Create data training 
3. Tokenization, filtering, and derivation 
4. Weighting algorithm 
5. KNN algorithm and 
6. Validation 

Three processing at the beginning is the text mining algorithm to classify using a 
text document. 

2.1 Text mining 

Text mining is the extraction of information from text by the user using analysis 
tools. In general, text mining uses form data mining for both processing and technol-
ogy. Word pre-processing is an early stage in text mining. Pre-processing is done to 
eliminate parts of the text that are not necessary to obtain quality data for execution 
[15–17]. First, in the pre-processing phase, namely, tokenization, which aims to break 
up sentences into individual words known as terms or tokens. In addition, filtering is 
done by removing punctuation marks, changing uppercase letters to lowercase letters, 
and removing stop words that aim to eliminate words that are not useful or that do not 
affect the process [15–17]. The last is to derive to get basic words from words that have 
been given affixes or other information. The derivation used is derivation and since this 
algorithm is more precise than Porter’s algorithm [16–17]. 

To recognize emotions, training data is required as a machine learning process. This 
study uses the ISEAR dataset as training data. One of the training data in the ISEAR 
dataset is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Example of data 

No. Label Indonesia Text

1 Happy Saya merasa beruntung dan telah membantu

2 Afraid Video ini tidak membantu

3 Angry Tidak useless
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This study used test data of up to 200 comments tagged based on the emotions writ-
ten in the emotion hashtag at the end [18–19]. The test data for this study was collected 
from April to June 2020 and was only in Indonesian. One of the test data samples is 
shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The test of data samples

Name Comment Label

Xin berbahaya#takut Afraid 

FF Sam Porno sara najis ...#jijik Disgusted 

Heryi Sudah tidak anggap #malu Shy

To preprocess the text in this study, the tokenization phase was performed with data. 
When converting to token, omit symbols and numbers [18]. The results of the tokeni-
zation of the training data are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The sample of Tokenizing in data training 

No. Label Text Tokenizing

1 Happy Saya merasa dekat dengan teman-teman 
yang lain. Setelah menonton video ini

Saya merasa damai dengan diri saya 
sendiri dan juga berhubungan dekat 
dengan orang-orang Saya menghargai

2 Afraid sakit parah sampai mati Saya merasa sakit parah sampai mati

3 Angry kemungkinan ketidakadilan Saya merasa ketidakadilan untuk video ini

2.2 Weighting

Term frequency and inverse document frequency (TFIDF) are weights that are often 
used in information retrieval and text mining [18]. The equation to calculate TF is 
[18–19]

 TF (d,t) = f (d,t) (1)

Equation 1 describes that f(d,t) is the prevalence of the phrase t in record d. The 
equation for calculating the IDF price may be visible in equation 2 [19]:
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The equation for calculating TF-IDF is proven in equation 3 [19]:

 TFIDF = TF (d,t).IDF (t) (3)

TF IDF weighting may be finished if there may be check facts this is used as a ques-
tion within side the TF-IDF approach. The manner of weighting the usage of the TF 
IDFDF approach is shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. The sample of data weighting

No. Text Label

221 Video ini bermanfaat dan menyenangkan pikiran Happy

ups sampe yahh Ngelike Tmn Yg status senang

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9.56

2.3 K-NN

The K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) set of rules is a technique for classifying gadgets 
primarily based totally on education information this is closest to the object [18–19]. 
Near or a ways friends are normally calculated primarily based totally at the Euclid-
ean distance via way of means of the overall formulation this is proven in equation 
4[18–19].

 
d a bii

n
� �

�� ( )1
2

1  
(4)

In equation 4, the factor is d = distance, a = check statistics/testing, b = pattern sta-
tistics, i = variable statistics and n = Dimension of statistics

2.4 Validation

K-Fold Cross Validation is one method to determine the average success of a system 
[17]. Calculating the accuracy value can be done with equation 5 [17]

 
accuracy sumof the right

sumof data
� �100%

 
(5)

3 Result and discussion 

This phase discusses the result and checking out of the utility cellular. The utility 
makes use of a web-primarily based totally and cellular base to make it user-friendly. 

3.1 Implementation 

This study makes use of YouTube and online studying as a useful resource for record-
ing textual content emotion with in the column of remark. The useful resource from the 
YouTube channel containing studying cloth is proven in Figure 1. The records creating 
a detection emotion are from the column of remarks. The remark is stored through a 
txt record after which is calculated through Text mining and k-NN. The processing of 
load record txt primarily based totally at the column of remarks is proven within side 
the utility in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 1. Example of comment in YouTube

Fig. 2. Application for the recognition of emotions in YouTube media and online learning

The processing with in the utility proven in Figure 2 is

1. Load a record textual content-primarily based totally on a touch upon YouTube 
Channel.

2. Users should pick the aid is from YouTube or online leaning
3. After the consumer’s choosing, the utility confirmed the result along with the whole 

of outcomes and emotion category.

Users can recognize the element of emotion and who’s the consumer with the aid of 
using clicking the element within side the utility.

Most of the styles are intuitive. However, we invite you to read carefully the brief 
description below.
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3.2 Testing and discussion

Testing the algorithm. The consequences of the category of feelings that have been 
completed are looked at by examining the checking out the use of the confusion matrix 
approach to decide Recall, Precision, and Accuracy with inside the category completed. 
The category completed on this take a look at the makes use of 35 check records and 
4566 education records from the ISEAR dataset. Experimental records turned into 
received from YouTube social media from April 2020 to June 2020. The check records 
had been categorized primarily based totally on hashtags primarily based totally on 
emotional categories. There are nine check records within side the glad category, 22 
check records within side the worry category, 35 check records within side the irritating 
category, 187 check records in the unhappy category, 17 check records in the disgusting 
category, 24 check records within side the shy category. 

While the education dataset incorporates 1091 education records with inside the 
glad category, 1093 education records within side the worry category, 1094 educa-
tion records with inside the irritating category, 1094 education records with inside the 
unhappy category, 1094 education records within side the disgusting category, and 
1094 education records. Within side the shy category. These records are categorized 
to stumble on feelings with the proposed approach to make comparisons. From the 
submission assessment stage, the consequences of the emotional category check had 
been received. The consequences of checking out the use of the k-nearest neighbour 
approach are proven in Table 5. 

Table 5. The result of emotion

Emotion Precision Recall Accuracy

Disgusted 0.27327 0.52394 0.89312

Shy 0.23333 0.29317 0.86339

Angry 0.25349 0.37314 0.79359

Sad 0.90328 0.34376 0.56312

Happy 0.07341 0.44344 0.81329

Afraid 0.31348 0.77327 0.85371

Average 0.44321 0.55395 0.63397

The result of trying out is that the common accuracy is 0,697, the recollect is 0,5595 
and the common precision is 0,4421. 

Testing the validation of the application. In this research, checking out in utility 
cellular for a person in actual case used 10 college students to present feedback in 
online learning. The remark is processed to decide the emotion of the scholar. After 
the utility is given a cautioned emotion, the scholar offers remarks approximately the 
notion this is legitimate or not. The result of validation for 10 college students is shown 
in Table 6. 
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Table 6. The result of the validation

No. Student Suggest Emotions Feedback

1 1705313628629 happy Not Valid

2 1705313628506 sad Valid

3 1705313628565 happy Not Valid

4 1705313628559 happy Valid

5 1705313628516 sad Valid

6 1705313628552 happy Valid

7 1705313628562 happy No respond

8 1705313628566 sad Valid

9 1705313628601 happy Valid

10 1705313628600 sad Valid

Analysis data-primarily based totally in Table 6, 

1. There are 10 college students, simply 9 college students provide feedback.
2. 7 college students provide legitimate for ensuing their emotion from their remark
3. Just 2 college students provide no legitimate fee in utility.
4. Just one scholar did now no longer provide a reaction in his sentences. 

Needless to say, the accuracy for this utility is 70% for detection emotion-primarily 
based column of remark in media online gaining knowledge of SIPEJAR.

4 Conclusion 

This look builds a cellular software to discover YouTube-primarily based totally 
on students’ feelings and online gaining knowledge of within side the remarks col-
umn while customers view online gaining knowledge of substances. Comments in 
web-primarily based are transformed to textual content documents for calculations in 
Artificial Intelligence algorithms. This look makes use of a textual content-mining set 
of rules for textual content-primarily based emotion class type and k-NN to decide 
every students’ feelings primarily based totally on consumer remarks on YouTube and 
online gaining knowledge of substances. This software is beneficial for instructors to 
discover college students’ feelings after college students see motion pictures of study-
ing substances they make on YouTube and online learning.
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